Background: The biomedical literature is the primary information source for manual protein-protein interaction annotations. Text-mining systems have been implemented to extract binary protein interactions from articles, but a comprehensive comparison between the different techniques as well as with manual curation was missing.
Background
Physical protein-protein interactions have been studied extensively because of their crucial role in controlling central biological processes such as cell division and their implications in a range of human diseases including cancer. A collection of experimental techniques is available to characterize protein-protein interactions; some of them are more suitable to determine stable complexes whereas others are generally considered better for detecting transient interactions. The use of large-scale proteomics approaches for experimentally obtaining protein interaction information has resulted in an additional source of interaction data. Also, bioinformatics techniques based on sequence, structural, or evolutionary information have been devised to predict binary protein interactions.
To capture and provide efficient access to the underlying information, structured interaction annotations have been stored in public databases. These databases vary in annotation depth and type of interactions, but a common characteristic is that the annotations are primarily extracted by human curators from relevant publications. Some interaction databases such as the human protein-protein interaction database HPRD (Human Protein Reference Database) [1] , HomoMINT (inferred human network) [2] , and MIPS (Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences) [3] focus on certain taxa and store mainly information for human or mammalian proteins. There are also more specialized interaction databases like PDZBase [4] , which is restricted to proteins with a PDZ domain, or Reactome [5] , which focuses on interactions related to biological pathways. The interaction databases MINT (Molecular Interactions Database) [6] and IntAct [7] contain the largest number of nonredundant direct human protein-protein interactions, exceeded in number only by HPRD. They also provide literature references relevant to the individual interactions, together with the experimental interaction detection method used as supporting evidence [8] .
Although most interaction databases provide links to SwissProt identifiers for their interactor proteins, to compare annotations derived from different databases as well as to share the annotation effort, both a standard annotation format as well as controlled vocabulary terms describing the experimental context are crucial. The Proteomics Standards Initiative Molecular Interaction (PSI-MI) standard has been developed to facilitate a coordinated annotation effort for protein interactions using controlled vocabulary terms and providing a common format as framework [9] . More efficient retrieval systems of biological interactions contained in scientific articles are in demand not only for specialized users such as biological database curators, but also for the general biology community. In order to improve the efficiency of locating curation relevant articles by the Biomolecular Interaction Network Database (BIND) curators, an extraction system called PreBIND based on support vector machine (SVM) classifiers to detect interaction-relevant articles, has been developed [10] .
A range of methods have been proposed to extract biological associations from the literature. Some of them obtain general associations, whereas others focus on certain biologically relevant association categories (for example, protein interactions, genetic interactions [gene regulation], or gene productfunctional keyword association [functional annotations]) [11, 12] .
In general, two baseline approaches to extract biological relations may be identified, although many of the previously published systems are actually hybrid strategies combining features from both. The approaches are termed local association analysis and global association analysis.
The local association analysis or article-centric approach tries to extract binary interactions for proteins co-occurring in a predefined textual context, often corresponding to sentences or text passages. To determine whether the co-occurring entities exhibit an interaction relationship, additional contextual characteristics are considered. Some of these rely, for instance, on the use of interaction keywords, verbs or semantic frames, or on machine learning techniques for classifying sentences according to their interaction relevance or even exploitation of syntactical rules for detecting interaction relations. Some of these approaches integrate modules that handle negation ('A [does not] interact with B') that reverse the meaning of a predicate. Other approaches can detect enumerations of multiple protein mentions in a single sentence. The advantage of the article-centric approach is that it often provides interaction-relevant sentences useful for human interpretation and can support detection of novel protein interactions with only single citation evidence. Because this type of approach extracts direct interactions together with the supporting textual evidence, it may serve to improve annotation consistency as well as facilitate annotation update.
Global association analysis, or multi-document interaction extraction, tries to exploit recurrent co-occurrence of proteins within a collection of documents or passages in order to detect protein interaction pairs [13] . The strength or reliability of the extracted interaction pairs can be calculated based on statistical co-occurrence analysis. An interaction network can thus be extracted providing a global systems biology overview that also captures indirect relations that go beyond a single document. This strategy is more suitable for capturing commonly known protein interactions, which have been extensively studied with a collection of supporting citations. One disadvantage of this approach is that it is not straightforward for human interpretation.
Most of the implemented methods extract interaction information from PubMed abstracts and titles only, and not from the corresponding full-text articles, obtaining results that are not directly comparable with the information contained in interaction databases, which access the whole documents. Another limitation is that most of them address only very narrow aspects of the interaction annotation pipeline, which gives somewhat artificial results that do not scale up to handle real applications. Among the aspects often neglected are the intricacies of the initial article selection process, as well as the linking of the interactor proteins to their corresponding database identifier, a step that is often referred to as 'normalization'. Moreover, no previously reported text-mining strategy distinguishes between experimentally verified interactions and interaction statements that lack experimental confirmation. This aspect is crucial, because most of the biological annotation databases provide an evidence qualifier for each annotation record. For BioCreative II, we developed a textmining task for the extraction of protein-protein interaction annotations from the literature, and evaluated the submissions against a manually curated 'gold standard' carried out by expert database annotators.
The main aims posed when devising the protein-protein interaction (PPI) task were as follows.
1. Determine the performance of state-of-the-art text-mining tools in extracting PPIs, as compared with manual curation.
2. Provide participating systems with useful resources for training and testing protein interaction extraction systems.
3. Explore which approaches are successful and practical.
4. Analyze the main difficulties and aspects influencing performance of PPI extraction systems.
5. Promote the development of useful tools to extract proteinprotein interactions from text.
Previously published protein interaction extraction systems do not have directly comparable evaluation setups to allow one to carry out consistent comparison and benchmark studies, and they also yield results that are not comparable with results of manual database annotation efforts (mainly due to the lack of interactor protein normalization). The BioCreative II PPI task was carried out to allow comparison of various strategies on a common benchmark dataset based on data collections prepared by domain experts and in line with the content and annotation strategy of interaction databases.
Protein-protein interaction task
The PPI task comprised four sub-tasks, each of which was concerned with a particular aspect of the interaction annotation pipeline.
1. Interaction article subtask (IAS): classification and ranking of PubMed abstracts, based on whether they are relevant to protein interaction annotation or not. 3. Interaction method subtask (IMS): extraction of the interaction detection method used to characterize the protein interactions described in full-text articles. The interaction detection methods must be characterized in terms of corresponding MI ontology identifiers. They constitute the experimental evidence for the interaction.
4. Interaction sentences subtask (ISS): retrieval of the textual evidence passages that describe/summarize the interaction.
Participating teams were provided with a collection of training data for each subtask to build and train their literature mining systems during the period from June to October 2006. Then, during the test phase, the participants had to provide submissions for at least one of the PPI subtasks within a predefined, short period of time (<2 weeks, to minimize the possibility of a manual annotation attempt). Figure  1 provides a comparative flowchart of the manual proteinprotein interaction annotation process with the automatic text-based extraction within the context of the BioCreative II PPI task.
Results
A total of 26 teams submitted results for one or more PPI subtasks. Each team could provide up to three runs (submissions) per subtask, to allow them to explore different parameters or methods. The most relevant results are described in this article; additional results and data analysis are available online [14] .
Interaction articles subtask
The aim of the IAS was to determine whether text-mining tools can detect and rank interaction annotation-relevant articles based on PubMed titles and abstracts only. Although manual interaction annotations are based on inspection of full-text articles, PubMed titles and abstracts were used for this set up. This is in line with the textual data availability, because there are still general limitations in retrieving, processing, and distributing large collections of full-text articles for a considerable number of annotation-relevant biological journals. In this way we also explored the implicit limitations of abstract-based detection of annotation-relevant articles. Resulting applications would enable a more efficient retrieval of protein-protein interaction literature for biologists, as well as assisting database curators in the initial article selection step.
Most of the manual curation strategies start with initial reading of abstracts, followed by detailed examination of the corresponding full-text articles only when, based on the abstract, the article appears to be worthwhile for manual curation. The actual protein interaction annotations in turn are extracted (in most cases) from the full-text articles. This implies that there are cases where the abstracts alone are not informative enough to determine curation relevance for the corresponding full-text article. To increase recall, the MINT and IntAct databases carry out a shared, exhaustive curation effort for a specified list of journals of particular high content of protein interaction annotations. The idea behind this shared curation is to ensure that all the interaction annotation information contained in articles from a certain publication period of these journals has been extracted.
Participants received a training collection of abstracts resulting from the curation effort of the IntAct and MINT interaction databases to develop their systems. To evaluate the performance of these systems, participants received a test set of unlabeled abstracts, which they had to classify into interaction relevant or nonrelevant articles. For the evaluation, participants were asked to return two separate ranked lists of article identifiers as output, one for the abstracts classified as protein interaction relevant and one for the abstracts classified as nonrelevant. They were asked to generate these classifications automatically, without human re-ranking or manual inspection.
A total of 19 teams submitted 51 runs (up to three runs were allowed per team). The automatically classified articles were compared with the classification carried out by the interaction database curators. As evaluation measures, the recall, precision, balanced F score and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) were used, as is customary for information retrieval experiments (see, for example, the TREC [Text Retrieval Conference] competitions [15] , which have recently included a Genomics track):
Where TP is number of true-positive predictions (interactionrelevant abstracts correctly identified); FP is the number of false positives (abstracts which are not interaction-relevant predicted as such by the participants); FN is the number of false negatives (interaction-relevant abstracts wrongly classified as non-relevant by the participants); TN is the number of true negatives (nonrelevant abstracts, which were identified as such by the participants); P is the total number of positives (interaction-relevant); and N is the total number of negatives (not interaction-relevant abstracts). To calculate the AUC, the standard R package ROCR, which integrates the most common evaluation metrics to assess the performance of classifiers [16] , was used. Figure 2 shows the overall precision-recall plot for the IAS (part a) as well as a more detailed zoom of the top scoring teams (part b). A detailed collection of the IAS results obtained by each run of the participating teams is provided in Table 1 .
Team 6 (Alex and coworkers [17] ) achieved the highest AUC (0.8554), with a precision of 0.7080, a recall of 0.8609, and an F score of 0.7770. They applied a SVM classifier together with careful pre-processing, stemming, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, sentence splitting and shallow parsing. Team 6 also integrated a protein name detection and abbreviation resolution systems. Team 57 [18] obtained the highest F score (0.7800), also using a SVM-based text classifier. Figure 2b shows that a common characteristic among a considerable fraction of the top scoring teams was the usage of SVM techniques for their classification systems. The usefulness of SVMs to detect interaction literature had previously been explored both at the level of abstracts and at the sentence level [19] . A common trend in the submitted runs was the consistently higher recall when compared with precision. Manual blind classification of a randomly chosen subset of 412 test set abstracts by a domain expert (but without special training for interaction annotation) showed a similar outcome, with a very high recall of 0.97 and a considerable lower precision of 0.75. A detailed examination of the IAS test set predictions and the manual abstract classification showed that there are two basic types of false-positive categorizations when compared with annotations by interaction database curators. The first type refers to protein interaction-related abstracts that nonetheless do not have corresponding protein-protein interactions that are worth annotating in the full text. This implies that there are cases in which abstracts do not provide sufficient information to determine with certainty whether an experimental protein interaction characterization is described in the corresponding full-text article. The second type of false-positive prediction corresponds to abstracts describing interaction relations, but not between proteins. These included the following interaction classes.
1. Protein-DNA interaction descriptions: these mainly refer to transcriptional complexes that comprise associations between regulatory gene sequences and transcription factors (PMID 16311517, PMID 16601684).
2. RNA interaction descriptions: these refer to associations between RNA molecules (for example, tRNA interaction with the mRNA; PMID 16724118) or between proteins and RNA molecules, such as in 'Musashi interacts specifically with the polyadenylation response element in the 3' untranslated region of the Mos mRNA' (PMID 16763568). 9. Word sense ambiguity. When using words as features for a document classifier, an incorrect identification of the word sense can hamper the classification of abstracts. For instance, the word 'complex', often used to describe a structural assembly of proteins, can also denote 'having many relations' (PMID 16482221).
10. Protein names: false positives resulting from protein names containing interaction terms, for example, ATR-interacting protein (ATRIP; PMID 1667595).
In case of false-negative test set classifications, some of them corresponded to abstracts related to gene regulation but also mentioned characterizations of transcriptional protein-protein complexes. Because many of the negative training samples corresponded to gene regulation characterizations, these abstracts were harder to classify correctly. Other false-negative abstracts corresponded to very specific transient interaction types (PMID 16648821). From abstracts alone it often remains unclear whether the interaction mentioned is also experimentally characterized in the full-text article. Well known interactions that might be mentioned in abstracts are usually not experimentally characterized in the corresponding full-text article. Some of the abstracts do not explicitly state protein interactions but provide enough contextual information to make the article worthwhile for a full-text curation check.
To be of practical significance, evaluation metrics should take into consideration end user needs and the available amount of literature data. The BioCreative scenarios have from the start emphasized the actual usefulness of the results of the systems for their intended users, biologists and curators, so as to not create implausible or artificial test scenarios. In exhaustive curation, as was the case of the BioCreative test collection, a high recall is actually more desirable, in order not to miss any curation-relevant article. When considering other user scenarios, such as thematic curation against the whole PubMed database, high precision and efficient relevance ranking might have a greater practical impact.
To determine the effect of combining the predictions provided by different systems, a majority voting analysis was performed. Based on simple majority voting, a precision of 0.7078 can be reached. Simple majority voting based results showed a corresponding recall of 0.8817, F measure of 0.7852, and accuracy of 0.7592. The relationship between the average prediction agreement and the corresponding article rank was also studied. Figure 3 illustrates this relation, showing that the higher the agreement between different submissions on the correct class label was, the higher the corresponding average rank of this abstract. This fact supports the idea of creating an online meta-server to leverage fully the collective performance of the participating systems, as well as to enhance comparison of their individual strengths and weaknesses in real-world settings and conditions. The BioCreative meta-server is further described in another article in this supplement to Genome Biology [20] .
Interaction pair subtask
The IPS goes beyond previously published strategies on automatic protein interaction extraction from text. These were often characterized by strong prior assumptions, resulting in tools that were not directly comparable with existing protein interaction annotation databases and were of only limited practical use. Among the restrictions of previous efforts, as mentioned previously, is the use of abstracts only, as well as the assumption of co-occurrence of both entity mentions within single sentences. Key aspects of biological annotations -such as linking the entities to their corresponding unique database identifiers or the consideration of experimental evidence information supporting the interactions -still need further refinement to avoid piling up small individual errors into larger, more significant, global ones. Tackling these and other challenges required that participating systems use full-text articles provided in commonly available formats (PDF and HTML) and extract binary protein interaction pairs regardless of whether they co-occurred within a sentence or not. Additionally, each of the interactor proteins had to be linked to its corresponding UniProt identifier or accession number.
This implied, for instance, that for the interactor protein CARD10 the participants had to establish whether it corresponded to the human (CAR10_HUMAN) or mouse protein (CAR10_MOUSE) in order to assign the correct corresponding database identifier. The manual association of interactor proteins to their database identifiers constitutes one of the most time-consuming steps within the manual interaction curation pipeline. To develop their systems, the participants received a collection of full-text articles and the corresponding interaction annotation records of MINT and IntAct. As test collection, a set of full-text articles was released. From these, the participants had to extract the protein-protein interaction pairs for which an experimental characterization was provided in the article (for more details, refer to the data preparation section). Each of the submissions was scored in terms of precision and recall of the interaction pairs provided by the system, as compared with the manually extracted ones.
To avoid inconsistencies resulting from the use of different database releases, we provided a baseline SwissProt collection and only protein identifiers contained in that database version were considered for evaluation purposes. Nevertheless, in practice it is not always possible to normalize the interactor proteins mentioned in the text to a single database, because there is currently no biological database that covers all of the proteins described in the literature. Therefore, we analyzed separately the following groups of articles: those mentioning only interaction pairs in which both proteins could be linked to a SwissProt record (SwissProt-only article set); and those also including interactions formed by a protein contained in SwissProt and a protein contained in the TrEMBL (Translated EMBL) database only (whole article set). 
IAS result overview
When calculating the performance of the interaction extraction systems, two general evaluation strategies can be distinguished.
1. The micro-averaged performance is based on combining results from each interactor protein pair, weighting equally all pairs, regardless of the number of interactions mentioned per article. This number can vary considerably, depending on whether a high-throughput experiment or low-throughput detailed interaction characterization was carried out. This score reflects the global performance of a system when compared with the whole collection of curated interaction pairs.
2. Macro-averaged scores are based on computing results per document and then averaging them for the whole document collection. Thus, the score for each document is weighted equally.
The second evaluation strategy is more useful for practical applications, because it provides some insight into how stable the method is when it is applied to a given article. Tables 2  and 3 show the evaluation of the protein-protein interaction pair extraction for the whole test set article collection and the SwissProt-only article subset, respectively.
For this subtask, a total of 45 runs from 16 teams were evaluated. As a general trend, the performance of the systems on the SwissProt-only article set was slightly higher, both in terms of recall (in case of 40 runs) as well as precision (in case of 38 runs). Looking at the performance of individual systems, the run submitted by team 4 [21] obtained the highest average precision of 0.39, followed by team 28 [22] with 0.31 and team 6 [17] reaching a 0.28.
With respect to recall, team 42 [23] submitted the top-scoring run (0.42), followed by team 4 (0.37) and team 6 (0.30). To provide a balanced view of both precision and recall, the average of the F scores obtained for the test set article was also calculated. Here, team 4 obtained an average F score of 0.29, followed by run 3 of team 28 (0.26) and run 1 of team 6 (0.25).
As can be seen in Table 3 in case of the SwissProt-only article set, team 28 obtained the best average F score (0.30), followed by team 6 (0.29) and team 4 (0.28).
A common characteristic of the top scoring teams was the use of rather sophisticated interactor protein normalization strategies when compared with other systems; some of them are described in this supplement. This emphasizes the interconnectedness of the individual components of the pipeline, where correct identification of protein mentions and linkage to corresponding database records is one of the crucial aspects for subsequent successful interaction extraction. For this reason, we also analyzed the interactor protein normalization performance by comparing the list of interactor proteins extracted automatically with the list derived from manual curation.
The macro-averaged precision, recall, and F score for articles with at least a single prediction were calculated. The highest precision for correct interactor protein normalization was of Submission agreement versus average article rank Figure 3 Submission agreement versus average article rank. The relation of submission agreement among different runs to the average rank of the articles is presented for both relevant and nonrelevant articles. The overall agreement between systems was lower for nonrelevant articles (R 2 relevant = 0.7 versus R 2 nonrelevant = 0.59). In general, the higher the average rank of the article, the more systems agreed on the correct classification. 
Interaction method subtask
The reliability of protein interactions is strongly linked to the underlying experimental evidence providing support for a specific interaction pair. Each experimental interaction detection technique offers a certain implicit degree of reliability, sometimes also providing contextual information as to whether it is an in vivo or in vitro interaction or the corresponding basic interaction type (stable or transient). For most expert-derived biological annotations, the experimental evidence is one of the central curation criteria. To provide a consistent controlled vocabulary for describing protein interaction experiments, the Molecular Interaction (MI) ontology has been developed [26] , which is part of the curation standard of both the IntAct and MINT databases. For the IMS task, the precision for each of the six runs submitted by the two participating teams was calculated. This was done by comparing the automatically extracted list of experimental techniques used to confirm protein-protein interactions described in each test set article with a previous manual annotation performed by database curators. Interaction detection methods had to be provided in the form of their corresponding unique MI concept identifier, which allows direct mapping into the MI ontology. Each concept in the MI ontology is characterized by an associated term as well as additional information such as short definitions, and a reference. A total of 874 article-molecular interaction detection method associations were provided in the test set. Taking into consideration the relations of the interaction detection concepts in the MI ontology, the evaluation metrics where calculated as follows:
1. Exact concept matching: implies that the submitted interaction detection method is an exact match with respect to the gold standard annotated concept.
2. Parent concept matching: implies that the submitted interaction detection method is either an exact match or a parent concept with respect to the gold standard annotation. A parent concept was defined as any higher node (a more general concept) in the MI ontology. Therefore the directed acyclic graph structure of the MI ontology was exploited, testing the path from the predicted concept to the annotated one. Tables 4 and 5 show the results obtained by teams 14 (Ehrler and coworkers [27] ) and 40 (Rinaldi and colleagues [28] ) for exact match and parent match evaluation, respectively. The highest precision (0.67) was obtained by the first run of team 40, whereas the best F score (0.45) was obtained by the third run of the same group. Team 40 applied a pattern matching approach, automatically generating variants of the interaction method terms as provided in the MI ontology. Handcrafted patterns for some of the methods were included. When comparing the results between the two evaluation types, the average increase in precision and recall for the parent matching with respect to the exact matching was 0.13, and 0.11 in case of the F measure. The most significant performance difference in terms of F score (0.22) was for team 40 (run 2). It should be noted that team 14 only based their predictions on the abstracts, explaining their lower performance and highlighting the importance of full text usage.
Interaction sentences subtask
The ISS was carried out because of increasing interest in retrieving informative text passages in full-text articles supporting biological annotations that can help in the curation, interpretation, and update of annotations. In full-text articles, multiple evidence passages might appear that provide protein-protein interaction evidence, some being more relevant than others to summarize a given interaction. For the ISS, participants had to provide, for each protein interaction pair, a ranked list of a maximum of five evidence passages describing their interaction. Each submitted evidence passage could comprise up to three consecutive sentences. The submitted passages were pooled, duplicates removed, and a unique identifier was assigned to each of them. The same was done for the set of best summarizing interaction evidence passages provided by the database curators.
The predictions were evaluated in terms of percentage of interaction-relevant sentences with respect to the total number of predicted (submitted) sentences. Also, the mean reciprocal rank of the ranked list of interaction evidence passages with respect to the ma nually chosen best interaction sentence was calculated. To determine whether the submitted passage corresponded to a passage in the gold standard collection, we applied an approach based on sliding the shorter over the longer one (after stripping any HTML tags) and calculating for each position the corresponding string similarity between both passages. Predicted passages were considered as correct (mapping to the manually curated ones) in case that the string similarity between them was significant. For calculating the string similarity the Python difflib library was used. Table 6 contains the results. Team 4 had the highest score, with 19% of passages that could be mapped to the manually extracted set. This team submitted few passages, but with a high fraction of correct ones. The score reported here was evaluated on the basis of the specific passages identified by the curators. However, it is also possible that alternative sentences appeared in the full-text article that described the interactions, but were not selected by the curator.
Most abstract-derived interaction sentences in the training data collections provided for this task lacked experimental information, which made the extraction of correct passages more challenging.
The passages extracted by database curators often mentioned the experimental detection method used to characterize the described interaction or a reference to figures where the experimental outcome was shown (80% of the cases), whereas passages submitted by participating teams often did not mention any interaction experiment. For example, the following is a sentence extracted by the curators that reflects this aspect: 'HAX-1 co-immunoprecipitates with BSEP, MDR1, and MDR2 from transfected cells and hepatocytes.' Here, 'co-immunoprecipitates' implies that a co-immunoprecipitation experiment was done, which confirmed the interaction between HAX-1 and BSEP, MDR1, and MDR2
The ISS top performing team 4 applied multiple techniques to retrieve interaction passages: the location of the sentence in the document, the relation with figures and tables, whether interaction-indicating keywords were present, the mention of experimental methods, as well as summary-indicating cue words.
Discussion and conclusion
The PPI task of the second BioCreative challenge was designed to cover the main aspects relevant to automatically extracting biological annotations from the scientific literature, namely normalized and experimentally verified protein interactions. It also reflected the importance of collaborative efforts between domain experts, who manually curate biological relevant information from the literature, and the textmining community.
The results of the IAS task are promising and show that, in general, the detection of protein-interaction relevant articles from PubMed titles and abstracts can be achieved. A comparison with systems using the corresponding full-text articles is currently missing, but would certainly show better the boundaries of abstract-based interaction article classification. Similar systems could in principle be adapted to assist biologists in certain steps within the curation process for other biological annotation types, such as gene regulation or cellular localization of proteins.
A deeper analysis of the evaluated results showed some of the inherent challenges when using abstracts alone as well as the difficulty in constructing a suitable true-negative training set that does not present a bias because of the journal selection.
In the case of articles with a high percentage of true-positive predictions, the titles and abstracts were in general characterized by a high density not only of words or expressions related to protein interactions such as 'interacts', 'binding', 'interacting partner', or 'interaction of', but also mentioned the actual names of the methods used to characterize these interactions experimentally. In the case of the test set article with PMID 16828757, expressions such as 'yeast two-hybrid screen', 'coimmunoprecipitation', and 'in vitro binding assays' were present.
Many of the false-negative articles corresponded to cases in which gene regulation or gene expression mechanisms were mentioned. These abstracts are often relevant to both protein interactions as well as for genetic interactions. For example, the article with PMID 16547462 describes oligomeric transcription factors.
As for false-positive articles, several general characteristics can be distinguished. Surprisingly, some systems recurrently mentioned certain well characterized hub proteins, such as EGF or EGFR (for instance, PMID 16316986). One potential reason for this might be that they are often mentioned in the positive training collection. The average performances of participating systems over full-text articles, as well as the limitations when using text-mining techniques to recover such Interaction method subtask (IMS) result parent matching. Same as Table 4 but using the parent matching evaluation.
protein-protein interactions, have been explored in these tasks. Although the initial results are promising, they also indicate that certain components still need further improvements. Participating groups encountered several obstacles that increased the difficulty of detecting normalized interaction pairs from full-text articles. Some of these are listed below.
1. Errors resulting from conversion of PDF or HTML formatted documents to plain text, such as page break errors, wrong special character handling, and word joining.
2. Sentence boundary detection errors and difficulties in processing tables and figure legends.
3. Multiple organism mentions and the resulting inter-species ambiguity for protein normalization.
4. Incompleteness of currently available protein normalization resources. Existing annotation databases such as SwissProt do not contain all of the symbols or names for proteins described in the literature.
5. Difficulties in extracting the associations and in the handling of coordination (multiple interaction pairs) from a single sentence.
6. Interaction evidence phrases in legends or titles that often do not correspond to grammatically correct sentences. This table reflects the baseline evaluation of the submissions received for interaction sentences subtask (ISS). Here, the submitted passages were compared with the previously manually selected passages reflecting the best interaction evidence. The 'Total' column indicates the total number of evaluated passages (note that submissions of articles for which the curators could not find a suitable evidence passage where excluded from evaluation). True positive ('TP') is number of correct passages (mapping the manually annotated ones). The 'Unique' column shows the number of unique passages per run (after removing duplicate passages). The 'TP (unique)' column indicates the number of correct passages (mapping the manually annotated ones) in the collection of unique passages. 'Percentage correct' is the fraction of predicted passages corresponding to the 'best' previously extracted passages. The 'Percentage correct (unique)' is the fraction of unique predicted passages corresponding to the 'best' previously extracted passages. 'MRR' is the mean reciprocal rank of the correct passages. Note that in the case of team 4, the MRR should not be taken into account, because all of the submitted passages here were labeled with rank 1 by this team.
7. Heavy use of domain specific terminology, for instance in the case of experimental descriptions.
8. Evidence for interactions contained in sentences that are not necessarily consecutive.
9. The need to use domain expert inference and bioinformatics tools to perform protein normalization in order to normalize some of the interactors.
10. Errors in shallow parsing and POS-tagging tools trained on general English text collections, when applied to the specific expressions and abbreviations found in biomedical texts. Figure 4 shows that the interactor normalization of human and yeast proteins was better than for mouse or rat proteins (it is easier to relate protein names of humans and yeast to database entries than is the case for mouse or rat).
One must keep in mind that the results of the interactor protein normalization are not directly comparable with the performance of the protein normalization tasks of BioCreative I and II, because of basic differences in the task design.
This is also true for interaction pairs ( Figure 5 ). Specifically, the correct extraction of pairs of proteins derived from different organisms is especially challenging, because it requires associating correctly each of the interactors with a different species, a process that can affect significantly both the recall as well as the precision of interaction extraction systems. Some participating teams tried to overcome the difficulty in detecting these in vitro interaction types by restricting their systems to interactions between proteins from the same organism source. Some participants also did not handle the extraction of homo-multimeric interaction types. For instance, the extraction of homo-dimers often requires different approaches because they are often not based on the cooccurrence of two protein mentions but rather on the presence of specific expressions such as 'dimer' or 'complex'.
The percentage of agreement of the submitted runs on the true-positive interaction pairs for interactions between proteins of different organisms was only 2.6%, as compared with 12.3% for interactions of proteins from the same species. This agreement was even lower for homo-dimeric interactions (0.85%) when compared with hetero-dimeric interactions (11.3%).
It is generally assumed that large training and test collections of full text articles with in-depth annotations of biologically relevant information will improve the performance of textmining technologies. The data collections derived from this BioCreative PPI task can be seen as a contribution in this direction, being a useful resource for the development of interaction extraction systems. This is also true for protein mention and normalization components, where the BioCreative I challenge has already provided useful resources for abstract processing.
As a general observation on the outcome of the strategies used, it can be stated that the most sophisticated and complete systems did significantly outperform more basic strategies, which often only adapted existing supervised learning modules for this task. In case of the top performing teams, such as teams 4, 6, and 28, both general language as well as domain-specific resources were exploited. It is therefore clear that using sophisticated gene mention and normalization detection strategies generally improved the results of participating teams and constitute one of the most important components for interaction extraction systems. Also, efficient handling of linguistic coordination is crucial when extracting associations such as protein-protein interactions. The use of a supervised learning-based sentence classifier and the detection of interaction method names also seemed to play a role in the performance of interaction detection strategies.
When comparing the performance of the interactor protein normalization and the interaction pair extraction, it seems that the extraction of the interaction pairs is slightly better than would be expected. Even if details are still unclear, it might indicate a gain from the global information contained in the articles.
However, one aspect that has not been addressed in the current BioCreative evaluation is how the resulting systems would perform when doing interactive evaluation as part of curation-assistance tools. To close the gap between text-mining systems and the actual end users, such interactive assessments would be especially useful. Here, aspects such as interaction ranking, and time spent per curation when using the text mining systems compared with baseline PubMed search-based approaches, could provide additional insights into the importance of literature mining applied to the biomedical domain.
From the results obtained in the PPI task it becomes clear that although current technology might be sufficiently robust for detecting binary interactions statements from PubMed abstracts sentences, the automatic extraction and normalization of novel experimentally characterized interactions from full-text articles still requires substantial improvements in terms of performance. The strategies that participated in the PPI task can provide useful results for assisting biologists and database curators in the retrieval process of experimentally generated interaction information contained in the literature. One potential evaluation set up that could facilitate the improvement of current protein interaction annotation extraction systems would consist of aligning the different tasks that influence the interaction extraction pipeline by using a common reference data collection for all tasks and allowing specific evaluation of each individual components that influence the overall performance. Additional aspects of interest for future community evaluations in biomedical text mining are related to both qualitative as well as quantitative characterizations of the workload associated with each of the individual steps underlying manual curation, from the initial article selection to the completed annotation record, and how text-mining tools could improve the efficiency within each of these steps when compared with a baseline system of unassisted curation. This would require available online systems that could be directly tried out by the potential end-user community.
Materials and methods

Data and corpus collections Interaction article subtask datasets
The submissions had to be made in a predefined format, together with a short system description. The construction of a suitable training set for the IAS exploited the content of existing interaction databases, namely IntAct and MINT. The motivations behind this data selection strategy were the following.
1. Explore the usability of existing citation collections derived from biological annotation databases for the detection of curation-relevant articles.
2. Pinpoint the main challenges for selecting and retrieving suitable article collections, based on existing database citations.
3. Evaluate the use of abstract-based article classification and ranking versus manually curated articles.
The annotation records of both interaction databases are freely accessible for download and share a common annotation standard based on the HUPO (Human Proteome Organisation) PSI-MI format. The training collections were distributed using a simple XML-like format. Three abstract collections were included in the training set for this subtask.
1. The positives collection (physical protein-protein interaction relevant articles) was based on a set of PubMed articles that are relevant for protein interaction curation in the sense of the annotation process and guidelines used by the MINT and IntAct databases. This means that the corresponding full-text articles have been used to extract manual annotations and therefore meet the underlying curation standards used to extract experimentally verified protein interaction information. The initial collection contained articles resulting from exhaustive curation as well as from thematic curation. Some articles were removed from this collection mainly because either no corresponding abstracts could be retrieved from PubMed or because they corresponded to results obtained by large-scale experiments. Because the actual curation was done based on the full-text articles as opposed to the abstracts, it is conceivable that in some cases the abstracts in this collection may lack sufficient information to be considered interaction-relevant. The initial positive training collection consisted of 3,536 PubMed titles and abstracts distributed together with the corresponding PMID and the article source (journal and publication date).
2. The negatives collection (nonrelevant articles) consisted exclusively of journal titles and abstracts rejected during exhaustive curation. These articles have no associated annotation records extracted by the domain expert curators and are thus not relevant to protein interaction annotation (negative training instances were available only for those journals for which exhaustive curation had been carried out). The negative collection contained a total of 1,959 entries. The training collections of the positive and negative instances were not balanced; participating systems had to address the resulting class imbalance.
3. Finally, we also included a collection of likely positive articles, consisting of PubMed citations that had been extracted from protein interaction annotations curated by other interaction databases (including BIND, HPRD, MPACT, and GRID). This additional large collection constitutes a noisy dataset, in the sense that the corresponding databases have different annotation standards compared with MINT and IntAct (for instance, regarding the curation of genetic interactions) and thus have not been included as part of the ordinary positive training collection. This collection consisted of a total of 18,930 records.
No restrictions in terms of using additional resources or data collections for the purpose of system development and training were imposed on the participating teams. Therefore, additional resources, such as those resulting from gene mention detection or associated MeSH terms could be exploited, as is also done in real-life situations.
In order to perform a comparative assessment of the various participating systems, a common test data collection was provided to all participants. This dataset consisted of a collection of PubMed records (article titles and abstracts) in a format compliant with the training collection, but without providing the corresponding article source information as well as without the actual class label (relevant or not relevant). Most of the articles in the test set resulted from exhaustive curation of recent publications from specified journals (such as the EMBO Journal or FEBS letters) published over a predefined period of time. The resulting annotations from the curation of these articles were held back by the interaction databases until the competition was over. Some of the initial test set articles supplied by the database curators had to be removed from the test set, because no PubMed abstract was available. An additional criterion for the construction of the test set was to make sure that neither publication date nor journal name could be used as a relevant discriminative feature for classifying the articles.
The relevant and nonrelevant entries were randomly shuffled so that the article order in the test collection could also not be used to differentiate relevant from nonrelevant records. The resulting test set collection of 750 entries was an actual subset from the initial collection provided by the database curators.
One of the databases also provided a small number of uncuratable abstracts, meaning that the associated full-text articles were not worthwhile to curate (too complicated and from a very specific scientific subdiscipline) or the abstract was misleading, meaning that protein interactions were mentioned in the abstract but the full-text article lacked the experimental characterization for the proposed interactions. These articles were also removed from the test collection.
The resulting initial IAS test set consisted of 375 positive (relevant) and negative (nonrelevant) entries, respectively. Nevertheless, during the postevaluation period, several records were revised and finally removed from the initial test collection. Thus, the revised test set contained a slight imbalance, consisting of 338 interaction relevant articles and 339 nonrelevant records (for a total of 677 instances).
Interaction pair subtask, interaction method subtask, and interaction sentences subtask datasets
For these subtasks a larger training collection of full-text articles (740) and a smaller collection of test set articles (358) were provided to registered teams. Both collections contained full-text articles in different formats, namely as HTML and PDF. Additionally, we also provided these articles as plain text automatically converted from HTML to plain text using html2text and from PDF to plain text using pdftotext. Both collections consisted of subsets of the original training and test set provided by the interaction databases after extensive filtering. For the subselection process, the following criteria were taken into account.
1. Redundancy: duplicate articles that had been annotated by both databases were removed.
2. Journal: only articles from publishers who made full-text available could be included for this evaluation.
3. Large-scale experiments: articles that mentioned largescale experiments were removed.
4. Full text: only full articles which were currently available both in HTML and PDF formats were included; in case of articles published before 2000, the full-text articles were often only available in PDF.
5. Format: in some cases, the articles could not be converted to plain text using the previously mentioned tools and had to be removed.
For the training package, in addition to the 740 full-text articles in the various previously mentioned formats, the associated annotation files for each article in standard PSI-MI format and as flat annotation files were provided to the participants. These annotations contained the normalized interaction pairs, the interaction detection methods, as well as some additional information curated by the interaction databases. Also, a file with the MI identifiers of concepts that were children or ancestor nodes of the interaction detection method (a total of 155 concepts) formed part of the training package for the IMS.
In case of the ISS, only a limited amount of unique full-text interaction evidence passages could be provided for the training collection (63). To compensate, additional resources were included in the training package:
1. Anne-Lise Veuthey corpus: a collection of sentences kindly provided by Anne-Lise Veuthey from the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB), containing protein interaction related sentences from PubMed abstracts. It included a total of 697 evidence sentences.
2. Prodisen interaction subset: a collection of 921 sentences related to interactions derived from the Prodisen corpus [19] . Each sentence from a given abstract was manually classified regarding whether it contained interaction descriptions of genes and proteins.
3. Christine Brun corpus: a set of sentences derived from abstracts related to interactions and their corresponding interaction type (defined as direct or indirect).
4. GeneRIF interactions: the collection of interaction sentences provided by GeneRIF. There are a total of 51,381 entries in this collection.
Although all of these additional collections are related to interaction sentences, they differ from the passages extracted by the interaction database curators in several points: they are derived from abstracts alone, whereas the BioCreative interaction evidence passages were extracted from full-text articles; and they are single sentences, whereas the BioCreative test passages can span several sentences.
The training data for the IMS consisted of a subset of annotations and their corresponding full-text articles derived from the IntAct and MINT databases. These articles had been curated manually to extract protein interactions for both the interaction pairs as well as the interaction detection methods. We recommended for this subtask not to use articles in the training set describing large-scale experiments (more than 20 to 30 interactions), because they were also excluded from the test set. Not all of the proteins mentioned in a given article are usually studied by all of the mentioned protein interaction detection methods.
As test set for the IPS, IMS and ISS, a total of 358 full-text articles were provided to the participants. The interaction databases MINT and IntAct had previously curated these articles, but held the derived annotations back until the submission phase of test set predictions was over. These articles were provided in the same formats as the training set and resulted from filtering the initial collection provided by the interaction databases following the subselection criteria previously introduced. It was not possible to convert some of the articles to plain text (for instance, PMID 7629138). It was also verified that the overall length and word count of the articles converted to plain text from PDF were consistent with the plain text conversion from the HTML formatted articles.
Participating methods overview
A common characteristic of the majority of the participating strategies at the IAS was the usage of machine learning techniques (17 out of 19), with SVMs, naïve Bayes, and maximum entropy classifiers being the most frequently used methods. Regarding the natural language processing (NLP) components often integrated into these systems, stemming and POS tagging were the most common ones. Surprisingly, only a few systems exploited Bio-NLP applications such as protein name taggers or adapted existing lexical resources such as biological ontologies for detecting interaction-relevant articles. A number of teams used sentences as their processing unit but most of them based their bag-of-words approaches on whole abstracts as processing unit.
Most of the participating systems did not make use of any additional training data collections to develop their systems, which implies that most of them relied only on the training collections provided by the task organizers. Only a few exceptions can be found, for instance in the case of team 6, who also used a proprietary corpus of biomedical papers annotated with proteins and their interactions.
In addition to MINT and IntAct, other interaction databases are also currently available. The majority of the teams did not exploit annotations derived from these other interaction annotation resources. Some teams had in-house interaction annotation collections, as in the case of team 47, who exploited a collection of their own annotations for system development.
Most of the participating strategies are characterized by the integration of machine learning techniques to address some of the subtasks, with SVMs being the most frequently adapted technique, followed by maximum entropy models.
In order to identify correctly the normalized interactor proteins, it is important to associate text mentions with database records (SwissProt accession numbers). Here the use of protein name tagging and normalization strategies is crucial. The gene mention and gene normalization tasks of the BioCreative challenge addressed these aspects in the case of PubMed abstracts. For the normalization of the interactor proteins from full-text articles, most of the participants used a database look-up and protein name dictionary-based approaches in order to map protein names and symbols contained in the SwissProt database to text mentions. Only a few teams made use of more sophisticated protein mention detection methods like LingPipe [29] , Abner [30] , or the maximum entropy Markov model based tagger developed by Curran and Clark [31] .
In full-text articles, proteins derived from multiple organism sources are often described in the same passage. This is often the case for human proteins and their related mouse homologs. Many protein names contained in biological annotation databases such as SwissProt suffer from interspecies protein name ambiguity, meaning that two proteins from different organism sources share the same name (or symbol). In order to provide correct associations of proteins to SwissProt records, the detection of the corresponding organism source is thus of practical relevance. Not all the strategies used for the PPI task applied organism tagging to improve the interactor protein normalization.
Almost all teams integrated currently available NLP components into their systems for these subtasks. The most frequently used components were POS tagging, stemming, and sentence segmentation algorithms, as well as tokenization and shallow parsing tools. Some systems also used additional elements, such as lemmatization, chunking, and abbreviation extraction (team 6), or predicate analysis (team 49). The following applications were used by one or more teams: Brill's POS tagger, MedPost, Stanford parser, Schwartz and Hearst abbreviation extraction tool, and MxTerminator for sentence segmentation. Only a few teams used external lexical resources such as dictionaries or ontologies. For protein name recognition, team 6 exploited a proprietary protein list derived from RefSeq. A considerable number of strategies were characterized by integrating sentence classifiers to detect interaction-relevant sentences from the full-text articles. Another common feature of the participating strategies was the use of regular expressions or pattern matching strategies (for example, for the tagging of protein or species names as well as for the interaction detection method identification).
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